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Projection  

 

On a daily basis I hear another voice that should be having a singing career. In New York City, 
these voices are a dime a dozen. It attracts the cream of the crop, and yet we have few singers 
who can make a living at their craft. Why is this happening? What’s the problem? Projection! 
These highly intelligent, intuitive, terrifically gifted singers have not been guided in the right 
direction. The huge sounds they are urged to emit don’t project! Others have been urged to sing 
falsetto, thinking this is the answer. The pendulum swings back and forth and leaves the poor 
singer stuck in one end of the spectrum or the other. Everything is balance. Singing lightly 
usually means the voice has no unique color, no darkness as well. Sopranos and tenors usually 
get caught in this syndrome. Baritones, basses, and mezzos get caught in too much color—a false 
color—in this case, not enough brightness. The former sings off the voice, and the latter too 
much on the voice. The result—no projection. A voice that projects has no top or no bottom—it 
is free to vibrate and become the color Nature gave that particular voice. Each are different, the 
same as faces, and no matter how big or small the voice, if guided correctly, it will project! 

The word “projection” conjures up many images. What makes the voice project? Our breath, of 
course. But how does our breath make the voice project in a large hall? It would seem that we 
would simply talk, and to make the sound go forward and project we would send air up the 
windpipe. The air coming up from the diaphragm would vibrate the cords and send the note 
flying out on the air. Nothing could be further from the truth. It is the absence of air that allows 
the voice to flow out freely away from the cords. We must first understand that air does not leave 
the body in singing—sound leaves the body. The same as smoke rises from a fire, so do these 
vibrations rise and resonate in the head cavities. Sound is the result of the air vibrating the vocal 
cords, but it is done by breathing as deeply as one can, then staying that deep, and saying what 
you have to say before the air can push out of the diaphragm. This causes the air to compress the 
cords in a downward movement, rather than pressure the vocal cords by allowing air to rise. It is 
a restraint of air, but not a holding back of air. As the cords compress, they pull away from the 
elevated back of the tongue– allowing language to be spoken with no interference from the base 
of the tongue– and the diaphragm continues to draw until the need for a new breath is felt. Now 
the diaphragm opens to allow a new breath, the cords open, drop, and relax—allowing natural 
breathing to take place–and the cycle begins again. The body is being used efficiently– as Nature 
intended. The drawing away of air from the cords in the windpipe compresses the cords and they 
vibrate, completely suspended there. This absence of any interference allows the voice to find its 
placement and project. Any physical help from the body cuts down on this efficiency. The singer 



eventually remembers where the placement is, and the brain takes over from there. Projecting the 
voice then becomes a function of the unconscious mind, allowing the conscious mind to speak 
the words, color the vowels, and be one with the music on the page. 

How did we get off this track? We began to try to find shortcuts. In our increasingly accelerated 
age, we want to find the quickest way to facilitate this phenomenon. There are no shortcuts. We 
have to go through the process. Our intellect did not want to hear this, and so it devised many 
clever “techniques”. Because machines became more and more efficient, it left the human with 
less and less to do. As we punch our telephone buttons instead of taking the time for the dial to 
do its work, or the automatic transmission on a car took the place of the stick shift, and 
calculators took the place of using our brain to add and subtract, man has become a slave to these 
machines. We no longer have to go through the mental process of learning the coordination to 
make something happen. The machine simply does it by pushing a button. One cannot sing by 
pressing a button. The mind must be taught how to go through the process. Projection is a 
combination of intellectual information that will eventually coordinate. This coordination then 
wakes us up to a different way of being. This being is our true sound, and comes from getting 
away from the information and allowing it to awaken us to knowledge. 

The older Italian singers I have worked with remember being told to “vacuum the air away”, 
“drink in the sound”, “keep the air away from the cords”, but in no book I have ever read on 
singing is this stated in such simple terms. Students I work with are very resistant to this 
information because it does not fit in with the way they had always put the puzzle together. It is 
that simple, but to get our muscles to remember this is a monumental task, mostly because the 
brain has been shut down by our wrong concepts. Singing with your mind is not singing with 
your brain. Therefore, the ideas about projection have become confused. The mind believes it is 
its job to make projection happen, but since projection is not a direct function of the mind, it 
takes a long while to understand how it happens. Since it is an indirect function, we must 
reprogram the old habits that keep us in bondage by using our bodies instead of our energy to 
create sound. 

Projection only happens if there is movement involved. If one takes a breath and holds it—
thinking this is support—then a sound is produced large enough and beautiful enough to fill a 
room—but since it has no ring, no free vibrations, it will not carry. If the voice has no spin or 
free vibrations in it, it will not carry. {See Newsletter: Resonance versus Squillo.} Without this 
squillo there is no projection. The experience of watching the telephone dial in motion, the gear 
shift in motion, and the brain in motion to solve a mathematical problem, keeps us in touch with 
our own humanity. When it is already done for us, we lose this experience. We have been led to 
believe it is not necessary. Technology has done us no favors. It has been described by many as 
the “evil of our times”. We have lost so much of our sense of feeling, seeing, hearing, and 
experiencing to technology. It has made our life easier in many ways, but has taken our 
involvement in the process out of the equation. When all we have to do is punch a button, the 
mind does not have to go through any process to accomplish the task. We do not have to make 
any mental effort from the creative part of our brain. Now the tasks that used to use our 
imagination and our creativity are becoming obsolete. Unfortunately, these are the ones that 
elevate us, and give our life meaning. Now we want instant gratification. We think instead of 



feel. We look outside of ourselves, instead of seeing within. We listen, but no longer hear. We 
have information without the experience. 

Since we have become lazier and lazier physically, we got the idea that the mind could figure out 
how to project the voice without consulting our emotional body or our brain. We went directly to 
the physical. Work harder with your body, and it will happen. To “place” the sound by conscious 
effort cancelled out our creative mind—our brain. If we place the sound and work hard enough, 
it should be great! It sounds great to the singer. But now he/she is left with the conscious mind in 
confusion because on a stage they say they can’t hear us. What now? Since we developed the 
microphone, why not go there? That’s an easy solution. Who needs to learn to project the voice? 
Put the microphone as close to your mouth as you can without swallowing it, and you now 
“project”. Easy. Little do we realize that two-thirds of our “oneness” as human beings is missing! 
When our voice is locked up and not projecting to the world out there, no wonder there is so 
much craziness going on. Unless the individual takes the time to unlock his own voice, no group, 
no religion, no cult, or no microphone is going to take the place of doing your homework. All 
great work is done by the individual. 

“If I make one point in this book, I hope it is that the surest way to make ourselves crazy is to get 
involved in other people’s business, and the quickest way to become sane and happy is to tend to 
our own affairs.” 

“Codependent No More” Melody Beattie 

What has all this to do with projection of the voice? It means we must once and for all take the 
responsibility of “knowing” what this projection really is. Tend to our own affairs. Do not take 
someone else’s word for what they told you it was, but get in touch with your own actual 
experience. A teacher will appear when the student is ready. The first step is to learn to hear the 
sound of a voice that does project. I used to be able to send people to the Metropolitan Opera to 
hear this sound in a house, but now there are few singers who do this wonderful phenomenon 
any more. The closest we can get is listening to records, though they should be live 
performances, not tampered with to “enhance” the sound. These are getting few and far between 
also. Certainly no recording made after about 1970 is of any use in this department, for the 
manipulations are too great. The sound engineers were coming into their own, and “created” 
many recording “stars” whose voices did not project in a large opera house, no matter how good 
the acoustics. So beware—become aware.! 

“Nothing can replace the impact—the thrill—of a live operative performance. Everybody knows 
that. But recordings have become so important and ubiquitous that now, at the beginning of the 
21st century, they cannot be discredited as a major way to distribute, study and enjoy music. And 
unlike live performance, unlike even the printed scores, recordings are our way of preserving 
experience, our permanent window on the performance practices of past eras. Once it’s recorded, 
it is forever frozen in time. We, ourselves, may change. We may bring our ever-evolving 
knowledge and perceptions to the act of listening, but the performance we are hearing—if it is on 
a recording—is immutable, always the same monument whenever we may choose to visit it. 
{And even as I write this, I discover that it is no longer quite true; recorded performances do 
change, after all. The legendary Herbert von Karajan Aida, recorded in 1959 and constantly in 



print ever since, has always been disfigured by Renata Tebaldi’s pancake-flat high C in “O Patria 
mia.” Her staunchest admirers found it charming, those less so just gritted their teeth and 
suffered through this disappointing moment, a jarring smudge on an otherwise sublime 
interpretation. On Decca’s newest remastered edition, this famous note—after 40 years before 
the public—has been “fixed” in the laboratory! It is now up to pitch. The more things stay the 
same, the more they change!} 

Editorial excerpt “Classical Singer” magazine September 2000 “Every Recording That Has 

Ever Been Made” Freeman Gunter, Managing Editor 

The voice that projects sounds almost shrill in a small room. Since many students are taught in 
small square rooms, the voice sounds big and full. Many auditions are held in similar small 
rooms, and no one is more surprised than the person who hired the singer when the singer’s 
voice cannot be heard in the hall with an orchestra, or even a piano. What happened? Nothing 
happened to the singer’s voice, it was the auditioner’s ear that was faulty. {Guess he had grown 
up listening to too many records.} Hearing a voice on a recording is a very different experience 
than hearing a voice live in a hall. Our ears have to be taught to hear the difference. This is sorely 
lacking these days. Once tuned in, however, the ear does know the difference, but a great voice 
can fool us. We need to get very discerning in this case, and it takes an expert ear to spot the 
wrong sound being produced. At the Master Classes in Melrose United Church in Hamilton, the 
regular participants in a very short time can spot that sound every time it happens. It is so 
rewarding to see this happening. The sound of a voice efficiently projecting is truly a thrilling 
experience for all concerned. The projected voice is the one where the throat is open. If it doesn’t 
project, it simply means the throat is closed. No voice is too small to carry in a hall. The triangle 
can be heard over a huge orchestra. It is this ringing, squillo, that carries or projects. 

If our thought is that the sound emanates from the mouth cavity, it is wrong thinking. Many 
books on singing state that the sound emerges from the forehead, and travels out into the 
audience in an arced line—much like water from a hose. The old adage, “put it in the mask” is 
correct up to a point. The point that is missing is that the throat is closed! The paradox is that 
when the throat is open, it seems at first to be closed to the singer. What we are feeling is that the 
cords are closing by drawing the air away, and now when they lower into the real open throat 
cavity, the closed cords are drawn down by the vacuumed air and create the open throat. This 
efficiency then can create the phenomenon of projection. There is a “projection triangle”, which 
detaches us from our muscles and allows our energy to flow freely away from the body. One tip 
of the triangle is a point in the forehead, another the space in back of and below the tongue, and 
the last is the deep breath which expands the whole body, much like putting gasoline into a fuel 
tank. Then allow the note to take as much breath as the music requires. With correct alignment 
the voice will project. This is very like filling the gasoline tank of a car to its greatest capacity, 
then allowing the motor to use as much as it needs to go as fast or slow as we want it to. If you 
force gasoline into the motor, we flood the engine. Taking a big breath—too much air—and then 
force-feeding it into the throat causes the same effect. The music will tell you how much air is 
needed, not the conscious mind. 



Projection therefore, is more like a fountain of sound emanating from a point is the forehead, and 
opening all the resonance chambers behind the sinuses. The back of the head becomes the 
sounding board that the vibrations spin off of, creating the true color of the voice. The more the 
body relaxes, and the deeper the breath can remain in the vacuuming position, the darker the 
voice becomes. Darker does not mean heavier. The voice will then project if it maintains the 
brightness of the point, and the darkness of the relaxation into the throat cavity and the body. 
This chiaroscuro—light and dark—is the secret of the projection of the voice. This wipes out the 
idea of registers, for each note is light and dark, therefore able to go high and low at the will of 
the brain. The lower notes pick up chest resonance naturally, and the high notes pick up head 
voice naturally, because every note you sing is already dark and light, high and low. In a piano, if 
you hold down the key of a note an octave above the key you strike, you will hear the 
sympathetic vibration of the open string. This is an overtone. The voice works on the same 
principle. Get on the overtone first, and the drinking in of the air will fill out the sound by 
drawing the cords deeper into the vocal cavity. Remember, a projected sound has no top or 
bottom resistance to it—it is truly suspended on the air. A similar effect can be created by 
dropping a coin on a marble floor in a hallway, and experiencing the sound it makes. As the coin 
hits the floor, it vibrates, and the sound waves are activated and carry the resulting sound to our 
eardrums. There is a ringing effect. There also, the energy was away from the ring we heard on 
the ceiling and walls of the hallway, because the sound was being created by downward energy 
rather than upward energy. 

A good example of how sound can carry on the airwaves is to drop a pebble into a pool of water 
and see the vibrations emanate from the point where you dropped it in. Throwing a stone into the 
water with force disturbs the tranquility of the water, and causes a great disturbance in the pool 
itself. Watching the divers in the Olympics get high marks on their dives is similar. The less 
splash when they hit the water, the more points they get. A belly flop is not a pretty sight or 
sound. In tennis, the projecting sound is called the “sweet spot.” Then the ball flies freely and 
accurately. A miss-hit sounds much different. In baseball, one can almost feel the sound of a bat 
hitting a home run. There’s a thrill in all of these that we unconsciously feel—a freedom that 
exhilarates us. The same goes for the voice. 

Thinking that making a bigger sound to project better is wrong thinking. Allowing the bigger 
sound to happen is what we are after. If we were used to holding on to our air, when the body 
frees itself to project, it can feel that we are using an enormous amount of air to sing. But since 
the body can replenish that air when we come off taking a breath, the cycle of air is completed, 
and we are rejuvenated and relaxed to sing the next phrase. Only when the voice is projecting 
does this phenomenon happen. Changing the sound of our voice for a certain role, a certain 
emotion, or a certain effect is also wrong thinking. Adding more chest sound for a low note is 
wrong thinking. Going higher for a high note is wrong thinking. Each note, when balanced 
correctly, contains all the high overtones it needs to sing any note. It also contains all the low 
overtones it needs to sing any note. Within this “sweet spot” we have the options of soft singing, 
loud singing, angry singing, sweet singing, etc., etc., etc. Since the brain is now engaged in 
making this sound happen, now, and only now, can we add all the scholastic things we were 
taught so carefully to impose on our voice with our conscious mind. 



Projecting your voice has the connotation of throwing the voice at the audience. The correct idea 
is to open the body, your emotions, and your mind, and draw the audience to you! Let them see 
your vulnerability and your heart. You are allowing them to see the real you, and hear your real 
voice. This communication is very powerful. When you use a slingshot, you draw the energy 
away from the target, stand poised, and then let fly! In singing, however, you keep the stretch 
and continue to draw air away from the target. This sends sound out in a steady vibration. A 
pole-vaulter runs down the runway and plants the pole in the small pit provided—in the singer’s 
case it is called the throat. He makes sure the pole is securely grounded, then soars up with the 
pole imbedded in the pit for leverage. If he took his bodily energy up, he would be jumping the 
16 foot high pole instead of relaxing and riding the pole’s energy to achieve the task. He simply 
takes a ride on the grounded pole. In singing, the grounding pit, the throat, always stay deep 
behind the tongue and the energy is constantly moving away from the target. The diaphragm is 
always in motion and the muscles of the stomach react and become strong, but never hold the 
air. A belly laugh is a good example, for it also keeps the body in motion to project an emotion. 
Projection then is caused by our emotional body, not our physical body. What we are thinking 
will then communicate to the audience. 

Projection happens when we detach from our own emotions, our own bodies, and our own 
minds, and allow each of these to coordinate freely to create something outside ourselves for the 
audience. This freedom allows one to become an artist. It is so internally free that we no longer 
care whether the voice is carrying, or whether is it loud enough, or whether we are getting our 
message across. At this point we have transcended all these fears and now are completely 
immersed is what the composer wrote down on the page. It is all there. We need to get out of the 
way and allow the character to emerge through the music. We become the character and are 
simply a vehicle with no blocked energy to allow it to happen. The great composers knew how 
the voice worked. Their music has lived because of this fact. Even though a poem for a song, or a 
libretto for an opera is a work of genius, if the composer was not tuned in to how the vehicle that 
carries the story works, the result is flawed, and soon goes out of the repertoire. There are limits 
to what the voice can do—the same as any instrument. Only those great composers knew these 
limits, and how far they could push them. When a work does not last, it means the composer did 
not have the expertise to know what would project in the voice, and therefore to an audience, and 
what would not. 

As the intellect became stronger and stronger, and our awareness of hearing and experiencing 
became less and less, music no longer was written to elevate our senses, but became a two 
dimensional experience geared to the intellect. There was no regard for whether the sound would 
project or not. Much of modern music is mostly intellectual. It looks wonderful on paper, but 
only appeals to the mind. Words have taken over as being all-important, and yet words are only 
7% of communication. There is no substitute for the ability of the voice to project. Everything 
depends on the ability of the voice to project! If the composition has built a road filled with 
obstacles so great the car, even if driven correctly cannot navigate it, then all is lost. The car has 
to be jerked around these barriers, and eventually any sense of projecting—a legato line—is lost. 
The machine can only take so much jerking around before it wears out. 

We are not attracting a young audience to great music because of this. They’ve caught on to the 
fact that it is the Emperor’s New Clothes, and have more or less abandoned recitals and opera 



because it no longer speaks to them. And rightly so. However, what they have replaced it with is 
quite appalling. However, all this blaring sound and four letter lyrics at least say something that 
is alive in some way. A voice without projection is dead. And the composition it is singing 
becomes dead also. We have therefore substituted all the outer accoutrements to make up for it. 
Without this phenomenon of projection we have created a circus. An entertainment. We may 
become excited, but not touched nor moved. 

Where we are going now is critical to where we’re going to end up. The pendulum has swung a 
different way and we have become mired in some sort of self-serving mud. History has shown it 
has always been so, we ebb and flow. This is a natural phenomenon. All we have to do is keep 
the knowledge alive and attract those who want to extricate themselves from the mainstream. By 
example—by projecting—this wonderful phenomenon will again return and become the standard 
it was a mere 40 years ago. If it was lost so quickly in these accelerated times, we can surely 
stem the tide and bring it back very soon. Singing easily, with correct internal coordination, is 
the only path to this thing called projection.  

 


